Classical Conditioning
1.
"…inborn reflexes are comparatively few in number, and the stimuli setting them in action act close up, being as a rule the general physical and chemical properties of the common agencies which affect the organism." Pavlov (1927) 2.
A new stimulus initially eliciting no specific response, if consistently paired with a stimulus eliciting reflex response, comes to elicit that response independently of that stimulus.
Ivan Pavlov Operant Conditioning
Human behaviour cannot be explained by stimulus response conditioning alone.
The learner is active and able to choose between behaviours B. F. Skinner
Operant Conditioning
The Skinner Box a small cage containing both a switch, and mechanisms for reward and punishment
Initially pressing the switch would be a chance event; however, the effect of the switch (reinforcement or punishment) was shown to have a significant effect on subsequent behaviour.
B. F. Skinner
Why most plasticity ≠ ψ learning Neural Plasticity and ψ Learning are often confused. In biology the latter is assumed to result from the former but in modelling this is not usually the case (e.g Machine Learning)
Gradient Descent
Catastrophic Forgetting
Learning new stuff overwrites old stuff
Plasticity Vs Stability
Real learning is ongoing and stable, gradient descent is not Implausible Supervision (WRT ψ) (2004) "the process of exploring the environment is mediated by patterns of sensorimotor contingency" p103, thus rather than looking for patterns directly in sensory data in order to ascertain an object's identity, Noë suggests that we search for "a pattern in the structure of sensorimotor contingency" p103, i.e. patterns in the relationships between our actions and senses. Such contextually consistent relationships should be simple to identify, just take a look at the statistics and build associations (in a classical conditioning manner). 
Psychologically Studied Phenomena
It can't be that easy?
Problem 1 The temporal (credit assignment) problem
The result of an action may not be immediate Could be a result of a sequence of actions
Problem 2
The problem of marginal regularities Sensorimotor contingencies don't just emerge directly between our sensory and motor data streams, rather they lie between patterns of relationships in sensory data and patterns of relationships in action Enactive Perception By Noë's theory it is the identification of sensorimotor profiles that enables recognition of the objects in the first place.
Now it seems that you must have persistent recognition of the object over time (allowing for varying sensory contact) in order to perceive the contingencies it affords to your actions, in order to recognize the object, in order to… Autonomous recognition… "What if so little of a regularity is present in the data that for all intents and purposes it would be totally serendipitous to strike upon it? It seems … that such a demonstration would constitute a form of the poverty of stimulus argument" (Kirsh (1992), p. 317) Recognition by design… Design bias, frame problem, no longer enactive...
A Way Out of this Dilemma
Contingencies are between things / objects / stuff 'out there' and actions, NOT between sensory bits (e.g. retinal pixels) and muscular activity. Relationships between what?
So the problem was that contingent relationships between things in the environment and our actions don't show up as relationships between sensory bits and motor commands, rather they are hidden, highly non-linear, relational problems. Homeostatic Adaptation
Adaptation to left/right visual inversion in a phototactic robot using the individual activity of neurons as the essential variables, (Di Paolo, 2000 following ideas by J. G. Taylor, 1964).
Neurons facilitate local plasticity when their activity is too high or too low.
Robots evolved to perform only normal phototaxis and to be internally stable (minimize internal change).
When sensors are inverted a robot becomes unstable and starts to change. Eventually phototaxis is regained. Homeostatic Adaptation Are there different kinds of learning?
